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INTRODUCTION

Pornvisory and PVY
Pornvisory.it and Pornvisory.com were born a
few months ago with the idea to have two
blogs about pornography, in Italian and English
language.The idea, like the name of this
initiative suggests, was to advise people what
to watch, in order not to lose too much time to
scroll the millions of pages of a website like
Pornhub.
It had to be a sort of IMDB of porn videos,
realized both from amateur and
professionalism. To include more contents, we
also created other sections for interviews,
news and sex toys. In Italy, in particular, there
is not something similar.However, this idea of
an editorial product missed something, as all
the founders work in the crypto world, with this
kind of background and knowledge.That’s why
the PVY token came into existence. PVY is an
ERC20 based on Ethereum and created by a
DFO.

PVY AS A UTILITY
TOKEN

“Watch porn and get paid in
cryptocurrencies”.
The main usage for the PVY token is a utility
token that will be used within the platform to
reward people who interact with our websites
and watch videos. In fact, Pornvisory’s main
motto is “Watch porn and get paid in
cryptocurrencies”.
The system will work in a similar way like
Brave with its BAT token, or Theta and Ultra.
Users will be rewarded to watch porn, share
articles on social media, invite friends and so
on.E.g. You watch a video and you get paid,
like it happens if you watch ads on Brave and
you get paid in BAT.

NO ICO BUT A FAIR
INFLATION

Pornvisory will sell some
tokens on the market
Pornvisory decided not to launch an ICO or
IEO as the team believe they are not an
interesting method to earn money from.In a
trustless world, as the crypto sphere is,
Pornvisory doesn’t want to ask you for trust,
so there will be no token sale.
However, of course, to develop the project,
Pornvisory needs to raise money.Pornvisory
was born using the funds of its own founders
and they will continue to do it as long as
Pornvisory will need it.However, to better
clarify, the inflation model works like that:
basically, Pornvisory will sell some tokens on
the market (from 1000 to 5000 PVY per day).

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The following is the PVY token
distribution:
Pornvisory (PVY) tokens have been divided
into several tranches, where each allocation is
intended for a specific purpose. For
transparency and to simplify your monitoring,
we created several independent accounts —
i.e. dedicated ETH addresses — where tokens
related to each spending chapter have been
transferred.
- Airdrop address:
0xBED88B16eFd0E2B2a35E0370cf9490C405
C2e14a
Allocation: 5,000,000.00 PVY
- Reward address:
0x26966683B1daf18A82Fc83BecF1F52dE73d
44724
Allocation: 10,000,000.00 PVY

- Staking reward address
0x723602a9A12cd748F40651d638A5Ec69b9
bB7E6a
Allocation: 10,000,000.00 PVY
- Team address
0x43BaB65bB1e87351e954480eCd1Dc51e8c
7efA8c
Allocation: 10,000,000.00 PVY
- Reserve address
0xFf01C3045c0EC76851a3E1c69651C0290e
Fd3144
Allocation: 33,500,000.00 PVY
A further 1,500,000.00 PVY was paid to the
DFOHUB team as a fee for the deployment of
the “Pornvisory DFO”.
This is the TX hash:
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x495d9fa6edd2dca7
4a8d820d5a615c4963e0169ea7d40e3e39a61
5a8a04dbe57)

Additional 30,000,000.00 PVY — net of what
has already been used to create liquidity on
Uniswap V2 and what has been put on the
market to feed the development — will remain
in the original address where the token
contract was deployed.

DFO HUB
DFO governance enables token holders to propose
changes and vote on governance aspects that will be
subject to community voting, so the first use for PVY is
voting.For example, Pornvisory did let people vote for the
staking program, if they agreed on the staking modality.
Other examples can be votes on the design of NFT, vote
on kind of contents, vote on changing the website or
changing staking rules, and so on...
DFOs are on-chain organizations that resemble
decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) but that
further emphasize the community’s ability to shape the
services: while a DAO handles some control over to the
users, a DFO allows for any aspect of the decentralized
application to be changed.
DAOs allow the community to set the DApp’s
configuration parameters, while DFOs allow them to
change the code thanks to a modular design. In a DFO,
users can cast votes in an anonymous and censorshipresistant way, because the code can be saved on-chain
and becomes readable to all forever.

PVY TOKEN ECONOMY

How to attract new customers
So, the idea is to give tokens to those who
watch videos or interact on Pornvisory.it and
Pornvisory.com.By doing this, visits on the
websites should grow because people are
encouraged to watch both sites to earn
tokens.
This would bring traffic to the sites and so the
first value for the company is to sell
advertising, as a typical traditional business
for which sell articles, banners, links, etc.
SEO for website and content creation:
right now we publish 1 article every day;
Social media marketing;
Influencers of porn and crypto;
PRs on worldwide magazines;
Airdrops;
Partnership with crypto and porn
companies.

HOW TO USE PVY
Buy advertisement at a discount on the
site, so you get a 30% discount on
advertising if a client buys with PVY. The
50% of the total will be burned;
Integration with ecommerce, cam or sex
toys sites that accept PVY as a payment
method;
Exclusive NFT purchase with erotic theme
on OpenSea, which can be paid only with
PVY.
PVY to buy exclusive Pornvisory services
and products;
Privacy for porn, PVY is used with wallets
without going through banks or Paypal that
have names and surnames;
Governance: with PVY you can vote for
proposals;
Staking with reward up to 50% for 1 year if
you vote on proposals;
Gaming platform to play with NFTs.

ROADMAP

Creation of 2 websites and social media
✅
Content creation (we publish one or more
articles per day) ✅T
oken listing on Uniswap and Balancer ✅
Official announcements on crypto
magazines ✅
Users login activation on the website ✅
First Airdrop ✅
Staking and governance ✅
NFTs on sale on Opensea ✅
Gaming platform to play with NFTs;
Gamification platform planned to be
released. The gamification allows an user
to get paid in PVY after the view of a
video or after a social media sharing. E.g.
you watch 1 minute of a video and
automatically you receive 1 PVY. It takes
time to develop this because we need to
be sure we are not attacked by bots.PVY
on other blockchains to have more
partnerships and a bigger community.
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